PREFACE

Research in the field of physical education and sports needs novel practices to be carried out within the framework of the content of any other field of research as this field is interviewed with many other subjects. Without saying the involvement in research concerning to this field should be very wide and exhaustive, since the outcome would be rated as equivalent and useful similar to the results that come out of other fields research.

Though the case study cannot be taken on to the lines of experimental study, it can be made as a better tool to create inherent interest to install higher levels of motivation among the readers because the case study gives instant and immense information about a person or an institution with in-depth particulars by making special references about how the person or the institution has reached to the higher horizons.

In this particular study the researcher has given a thorough information about a raising phenomenon in the field of world wrestling by name Sri Shripati Khanchanale. The researcher has taken all the pains to draw information from all the possible sources apart from personal interview with the raising star to make this study an embodiment of real requisite of a true case study. It pictures how the subject of this study slowly grew into a baffling phenomenon from the stage of doldrums.

The researcher sincerely believes this type of study accelerates motivation into younger generations. The researcher would like to give opportunity to those who are unable to gather all the information about this particular sports person to glance thorough.